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Abstract— One of the most influential principles of motor
development theory, the circular-reaction hypothesis, states that
infants perform exploratory movements to acquire efferentreafferent associations later used to perform goal directed
behavior. All models proposed so far to specify this principle
lack biological plausibility under some respects. This work
proposes a model that starts to overcome these limitations.
In particular, the model aims to show that overcoming such
limitations in an integrated fashion can shed new light on sofar overlooked phenomena of motor development. This goal is
pursed by showing how the model develops biologically plausible
connections and movement smoothing mechanisms as emergent
outcomes of the interplay between its various biologicallyplausible features: a dynamic arm with realistic parameters,
an equilibrium-point muscle model, a leaky-neuron neural
controller based on population codes, and a Hebb learning rule.
Index Terms— Sensorimotor coordination, reaching, Hebb,
motor babbling, equilibrium point, EP, muscle, dynamic arm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Children’s acquisition of skills on the basis of circular
reactions [1] is one of the most influential principles proposed
by theories of motor development . For example, it has been
proposed [2] that infants learn eye-hand coordination on the
basis of the production of (often random) movements (motor babbling) that enhance the association between efferent
motor patterns and re-afferent perceptive patterns.
Several neural-network models have been proposed with
the aim of detailing at a neural level the functioning of the
circular-reaction principle (e.g. [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]).
Notwithstanding the great relevance of these contributions,
all the proposed models are limited with respect to one or
more aspects of biological plausibility. The first limitation is
the use of simplified kinematic arms to simulate the motor
system (e.g. [3], [4], [6]): this simplifies learning (e.g. due
to the absence of inertia) but leads to overlook the problem
of dynamic stability. The second limitation is the use of a
simplified muscle model (e.g. [3], [5], [6]). This can lead to
miss the opportunity of having stabilizing mechanisms “for
free”, and in general control problems different from those
faced by real organisms (cf. [9], [10]). The third limitation
is the use of supervised learning algorithms (e.g. [3], [5],
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[6]). These algorithms are computationally very powerful
but require the strong assumption that each neuron receives
a dedicated teaching signal: with few exception (e.g. the
cerebellum) this assumption is not supported by empirical
evidence. The fourth limitation is the use of firing-rate
neurons (e.g. sigmoid neurons) with no internal dynamics
as those characterizing real neurons (e.g. [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8]). The last limitation is the absence of neuroscientific
evidence supporting the overall systems’ architecture and
sensory/motor pattern encoding (e.g. [3], [6]).
This work represents a first step toward building a model
of development of reaching skills based on motor babbling
that overcomes the aforementioned limitations. First, the
model proposed uses a dynamic arm model with human arm
parameters [11]. Second, it uses the λ muscle model [12],
[10] based on the Equilibrium Point Hypothesis, one of the
most accredited theories of motor organization, that offers
interesting solutions to the problems of motor redundancy
[13] and stability [9]. Third, the model uses a “canonic”
covariance Hebb’s rule [14] to develop sensorimotor skills
with motor babbling. Fourth, the model’s controller is formed
by leaky neuron maps [15]: although less accurate than
spike neurons, these neurons have been preferred to the
latter as more simple but still reproducing some dynamical
properties of real neurons [15]. Last, the model’s architecture
incorporates important neuroscientific evidence suggesting
that: (a) parietal cortex plays an important role for eye-hand
coordination as it encodes target locations, as final stage of
visual neural pathways [16], and postures, as final stage of
proprioception pathways [17]; (b) premotor cortex encodes
motion on the basis of limbs’ desired end postures [18]; (c)
many sensory and motor variables in the brain are encoded
by the activity of large populations of neurons, having broad
tuning curves, by exploiting their spatial location in brain
space (population code hypothesis, [19]; e.g. see [20]).
At first sight, this list might seem to lead to a model that
merely juxtaposes interesting biologically-plausible mechanisms. On the contrary, one of the major goals of the
paper is to show that the integration of such aspects can
produce insights on so-far overlooked phenomena related
to organisms’ brain and behavior systemic functioning. The
paper presents three results that support this claim. First, the
model presented shows that, thanks to its architecture and the
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the system, formed by a neural controller, a
λ muscle model, and a dynamic arm model. The graph also indicates the
system brain areas corresponding to the different parts of the architecture.
Arrows refer to information flows, while the bold arrow represents connection weights trained on the basis of an Hebb rule (see text for details).
The two Gaussian curves in the cortex maps hint to the fact that they use
population code representations of sensorimotor information.

population codes, a simple covariance Hebb rule and motor
babbling are sufficient to produce the development of quite
accurate reaching skills. Second, the use of leaky neurons, a
dynamic arm, and the covariance Hebb rule produces a high
contrast representation of targets based on the emergence of
connection weights having a Mexican hat distribution [21].
Third, the use of leaky neurons and re-afferent proprioception
allows obtaining a stabilization of the motion of the dynamic
arm, and a joints’ angular speed with a typical bell shape as
the one observed in experiments with humans [22].
In the remaining part of the paper, Sect. II presents the
dynamic arm, the muscle model, and the neural-network
architecture, Sect. III presents the results, Sect. IV discusses
the relevance of the results and the limitations of the model.
II. M ETHODS
Fig. 1 shows the components of the model: a neural
controller that issues desired arm postures (EPs) to a λ model
which computes muscle torques to be sent to a dynamic arm
model. The controller was a neural network with two layers
encoding respectively the hand or target position, encoded as
points in extrinsic space coordinates, and the arm’s desired
posture, encoded as a point in posture space. These two
layers were assumed to encode respectively late-stage visual
representations of stimuli at the level of parietal cortex, and
arm movements planned in terms of desired final postures
(EPs) at the level of pre-motor cortex. In a first phase of
life the system performed random movements to learn, with
a covariance Hebb rule, the association between visually
perceived hand’s positions and corresponding postures.

A. Muscle Model
The arm, assumed to work on the plane, was formed by
an upper and lower segment respectively measuring 30cm
and 40cm. Each segment was controlled by a couple of

flexor/extensor muscles acting at the shoulder and elbow
joints. According to equilibrium point hypothesis [12], every
muscle is controlled by a parameter λ specified by the central
nervous system. The λs of each couple of extensor/flexor
muscles are used to generate two opposing torques, Te and
Tf , as follows:
Te = ρh(exp(α[λe − q − µq̇]+ ) − 1)
Tf = ρh(exp(α[−λf + q + µq̇]+ ) − 1)

(1)

where q is the joint angle (in radiants), q̇ is its first derivative
(angular speed), λ is the static threshold of motoneuronal
recruitment, µ the coefficient of the reflex damping torque,
ρ is the strength of the muscle, h is the muscle moment
arm, and α is a function-form parameter. λ̃ = λ − µq̇ is
the dynamic threshold of motoneuronal recruitment. When
q > λ̃, the muscle produces a torque with a level that
is an increasing function of [λ̃ − q]+ . The torques from
equation (1) are filtered by a second-order low-pass filter
to mimic the gradual muscle activation due to calciumdependent processes:
Mk + τ1 Ṁk + τ22 M̈k = Tk

(2)

where k refers to either the extensor or flexor muscle, M
is the muscle torque that gradually reaches the steady-state
value T , and τ1 and τ2 are the time constants of the filter.
The dependence of the muscle force on the sliding of muscle
filaments is accounted for with a linearized version of Hill’s
relationship [23], nk = Mk (1 + aq̇), where n is the torque
and a the intrinsic muscle damping. Finally, the net torque
acting on a single joint is computed as T = ne − nf . The
neural controller issues the EPs related to the shoulder and
elbow to the λ model through two parameters, Rshoulder and
Relbow . These parameters determine the couple of λ values
for each joint on the basis of the following equations:
λe = R + C,

λf = R − C

(3)

where C is a further variable corresponding to different levels
of co-activation (stiffness) of antagonist muscles. Generally
it is assumed that the nervous system regulates the Cs and
Rs independently, so, given the scope of this work, the Cs
were set to constant values.
All the parameters of the λ model were set to the same
values used in [10], obtained with physiological measurements, with the exception of µ, τ1 and Cs (shoulder and
elbow). µ was set to 0.3s vs. an original value of 0.075s.
The reason was that in [10] EPs were gradually changed, so
a small µ was sufficient to guarantee the necessary stabilizing
damping effect (see equation (1)). On the contrary, in some
experiments reported here the EPs (and hence the λe − q
and the related torques) change quite abruptly, so a higher
µ allowed having a higher stabilizing damping effect. This
also causes torques to reach high values with respect to [10]
and so τ1 was set to 0.12s vs. the original 0.02s. Finally,

Cs were set to 3.0N m/rad vs. the original 2.0N m/rad as
here only two couple of antagonist muscles were used vs. the
three couples used in [10].
B. Dynamic Arm Model
The system used a dynamical human arm model having
the realistic bio-mechanical parameters proposed in [11]. The
ranges of variation of the shoulder and elbow joint angles
were respectively 0/3.14rad and 0/2.8rad. The torques
values obtained from the λ model were used by the dynamic
arm model to obtain the angular position, the angular speed
and the angular acceleration of the arm segments using
standard Lagrangian formulations [24]:
B(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + D(q̇) + g(q) = T

(4)

where q = [α, β] is the vector of the angles, q̇ = [α̇, β̇]
the vector the angular speeds, q̈ = [α̈, β̈] the vector of
the accelerations of the shoulder/elbow joints, B(q) the
inertia matrix, C(q, q̇) the matrix accounting for Coriolis
and centrifugal effects, D(q̇) the matrix related to friction
(here assumed to be null), g(q) the torque due to gravity
(here null), T the total torques applied to the joints.
C. Neural Controller and Learning Procedure
The neural controller was formed by two 2D maps of
21 × 21 neurons. The units of the two maps were assumed
to occupy positions on the vertexes of a regular 2D lattice
in the brain space. The parietal cortex map received, as
visual input, the position of hand (end-effector of simulated
arm), or position of target objects, expressed in extrinsic
space x-y coordinates. The pre-motor cortex map received, as
proprioceptive input, the arm posture expressed in intrinsic
space joint angles. The pre-motor cortex also received input
signals from the parietal cortex via all-to-all connections
trained with a Hebb rule, and its activation was “read out”
to produce the Rs values for the λ model (see below).
The neurons forming the two maps were leaky neurons
[15] having an activation a[j, t] and an activation potential
u[j, t] at time t with the following dynamics:
a[j, t] = f [u[j, t]]
u[j, t + t] =




N

∆t
∆t
S[j, t] + h +
wji a[i, t]
u[j, t]+
= 1−
τ
τ
i=1
(5)
where ∆t = 0.01s was the integration time step (100 steps
corresponded to 1s), S[x, t] the input pattern, τ = 0.3s the
relaxation time, h the neuron equilibrium value (here set to
zero), and f a [tanh[.]]+ activation function. In the case of
the pre-motor cortex, the sum of the formula accounted for
the signals a[i, t] received from all the neurons of the parietal
cortex modulated by the respective connection weights wji .

For both maps, the activation of neurons due to the external
sensory signal was generated on the basis of a Gaussian function capturing the assumption that stimuli (hand, object or
posture) with coordinates close to the preferred coordinates
of neurons cause a high activation of them, whereas farther
stimuli cause progressively lower activations:


|x − xj |
(6)
S[j] = f [x, xj ] = exp −
2σ 2
where x were the coordinates of the stimulus and xj the
preferred coordinates of the neuron (in order to compute the
dimensions of x and xj , the whole range of each coordinate
was mapped onto the “brain space” situated between the third
and the nineteenth neuron along one dimension of the map).
To obtain the two EPs for the arm, it was assumed that the
activations a[j, t] of the pre-motor cortex neurons encoded
them in terms of a population code “read out” as follows
[19]:
N
xj a[j]
(7)
R = j=1
N
a[j]
j=1

where R was the shoulder/elbow joints’ EPs vector.
As mentioned, the system’s life was divided in two phases:
(1) a “childhood” phase where it learned a mapping between
the visual stimulus generated by its own hand (parietal cortex)
and the corresponding posture (pre-motor cortex) on the basis
of random movements and a Hebbian learning rule; (2) an
“adult” phase in which it used the knowledge so acquired to
accomplish reaching movements to targets.
During the childhood phase, that lasted 30 minutes
(180,000 cycles), the system performed motor babbling:
setting different random Rs for the λ model, were external
generated every 0.5 sec (50 cycles). The visual stimulus of
the hand and the proprioceptive stimulus of the posture were
used to respectively activate the parietal cortex and the premotor cortex according to equation (6). The weights of the
connections between all couples (aj , ai ) of parietal cortex
and pre-motor cortex neurons were updated according to the
following covariance Hebb rule [14]:
∆wji = η(aj − aj )(ai − ai )(wmax − |wji |)

(8)

where η was the learning rate set to 12, and wmax , set to 0.2,
was a parameter that kept the weights within the range of
[−0.2, 0.2], aj and ai were moving decaying averages of the
neurons’ activations, calculated as a = ξa+(1−ξ)a with ξ set
to 0.2. This rule strengthened the connections between each
couple of neurons that had both an activation above average
or below average, whereas it weakened the connections in
the other cases. As we will see, the effect of this rule was
to form an association between the hand’s visual perception
and the corresponding posture’s proprioception.
In the adult phase the system saw a target object but not
its own hand (this filtering was assumed to be the result
of an attentional mechanism). The perception of the object
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Fig. 2.
System’s reaching ability acquired with motor babbling. Stars
represent 42 target positions and circles represent the final positions of hand
at the end of reaching movements lasting 10s each. For each target, the
system accomplished 42 reaching actions starting from the positions marked
by the same stars, for a total of 42 × 42 actions (only 42 circles appear in
the graph as the hand reached the same final position for each target).

caused an activation of the parietal cortex that on its turn
caused, via the Hebb-trained connections, the activation of
the representation of a posture corresponding to an hand
position located on the target. This activation caused a
reading out of the pre-motor cortex producing EPs suitable to
generate, via the λ model, joint torques that drove the hand
toward the target. As we will see in Sect. III, two different
conditions were used to test the model in the adult phase:
one in which the proprioception used during the childhood
phase to train the system continued to be present, and one
where it was absent on the basis of the assumption that an
internal attentional mechanism gates it out when the system
has terminated the acquisition of the motor skills.

III. R ESULTS
This section presents three results that support the claim
that the integration in the same model of various constraints
suggested by empirical evidence can lead to discover so-far
overlooked phenomena.
A. Reaching Ability Produced by Motor Babbling and Hebb
Thanks to its architecture and the population codes, the
model is capable of developing a satisfying reaching ability
on the basis of the simple Hebb rule of equation (8) and the
motor babbling process (Fig. 2). Fig. 2 shows that the end
position of the hand when the arm reaches 42 different targets
is very close to the targets’ position, 0.32cm on average.
The use of the Hebb rule highlighted the fact that the arm
proprioception, that plays an important role during learning,
can have important effects on the arm performance. Indeed,

Fig. 3. Activation potential (z-axis) of the pre-motor cortex neurons (xyplane) when the parietal cortex is activated by an object and proprioception
is gated out. The outward weights of each parietal cortex neuron have a
similar configuration (data not shown).

other models of motor babbling using supervised learning
rule overlooked the fact that the proprioceptive“teaching
input” used during training cannot suddenly disappear during
functioning unless one assumes the presence of an attentional
mechanism gating it out. The performance reported in (Fig. 2)
has been obtained with this assumption. Interestingly, if this
assumption is removed, and proprioception is present after
learning, performance drops from 0.32cm to 0.57cm. The
reason of this deterioration, illustrated in detail in Subsect.
III-C, is that proprioception slows down the movement of the
arm.

B. Analysis of Emerged Weights: Mexican Hat
Fig. 3 shows the weights of the connections between parietal and pre-motor cortex emerged with learning: the values
of the outward weights of the parietal cortex have assumed
a Mexican hat distribution. To show the reason of this, the
following test was run. A row of neurons along one of the two
dimensions of the pre-motor cortex map were “artificially”
activated with 1 in sequence starting from one end of the row
and going toward the neuron at the center of the map: when
the map’s central neuron was activated the aj and aj of the
whole row of neurons was recorded (Fig. 4a). This activation
mimics the activation of neurons in ecological conditions
while the dynamic arm progressively moves toward a target
due to its inertia and muscle damping coefficients. The same
measurement was carried out activating the same row of
neurons, but this time starting from the neuron at the other
end of the row (Fig. 4b). Fig. 4a-b show that these types
of dynamical activations of neurons cause the activation aj
of the most activated neuron (the central neuron currently
activated by the target) to be higher than its average activation
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Fig. 4. (a) aj (bold line) and aj (thin line) of a row of neurons along one
dimension of the parietal cortex map (x-axis) when the neurons are activated
in sequence from neuron 3 to neuron 9. (b) same measurements when the
row of neurons is activated from neuron 15 to neuron 9. (c) averages of the
aj (bold line) and aj (thin line) of the previous two graphs. (d) difference
between the average aj and aj of the previous graph.

aj as this average always “chases” aj with some inertia
(delay). For the same reason, at the level of parietal cortex
a target appearing in any position cause the corresponding
neurons to have a aj > aj . As a consequence of this
activations, and the learning rule of equation (8), the weights
of the connections between the most activated neurons of premotor cortex corresponding to the current posture, and the
neurons of the parietal cortex corresponding to the target, will
increase, whereas their neighbors will decrease (the outward
connection weights of the off-target parietal cortex neurons
will not change as aj − aj = 0). When several of these
updates add up (Fig. 4c), the outward weights of the parietal
cortex tend to assume a Mexican hat configuration (Fig. 4d).

C. Analysis of the Dynamical Properties of the Model
This section illustrates the effects of the dynamics of the
leaky neurons, and the presence/absence of proprioception,
on the dynamics of the movements performed by the model.
Four reaching tests were run in four different conditions
obtained by combining two manipulations: (a) the relaxation
time of the leaky neurons set as done so far, τ = 0.3s,
or set to have zero-inertia standard sigmoid neurons, τ =
∆t = 0.01s; (b) the presence or absence of proprioception
(as mentioned in sect. III-A, this can be assumed to be the
effect of an internal attention process). During these tests,
the EPs and angular speed profiles of shoulder and elbow
were recorded. The results of the four tests, reported in
Fig. 5 and labeled as M, M+L, M+P and M+L+P, indicate
several interesting facts: (a) M leads to unstable movements
as the EPs suddenly jump to their final position; (b) M+P
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Top graph: the curves show the dynamics in time (x-axis) of
the shoulder’s EP when the model performs a reaching movement in four
different conditions: with the leaky neurons’ relaxation coefficient τ = 0.3s
(M+L), or τ = ∆t = 0.01s and without proprioception (M), and the same
two conditions with the presence of proprioception (respectively M+L+P
and M+P). The four bottom graphs show the angular speed profile of the
shoulder joint in the four conditions. The EP and speed profile of the elbow
joint, not reported, exhibit similar dynamics.

gives some stability to the system because the EPs slowly
approach their final position after an initial jump; (c) M+L
gives the most stable movements, plus speed profiles that
closely resembles those of human subjects [22]: the reason
is that the EPs move progressively from the initial to the
final position without jumps: this is the effect of the inertia
of the leaky neurons which loose the activation related to the
old target and acquire that of the new one in a progressive
fashion; (d) M+L+P gives stable movements but at the cost
of a remarkable slowness, due to the fact that proprioception
‘attracts’ the equilibrium point towards current postures.
Overall, these results suggest that the dynamics of the leaky
neurons might play an important smoothing and stabilizing
effect on movements, and that the presence of an internal
attention mechanism gating out proprioception after learning
might play an important role in motor performance.

IV. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper presented a model of the development of reaching skills based on motor babbling. The model, the first step
of a broader research agenda, integrated various components
with remarkable biological plausibility: a dynamic arm with
realistic parameters, a λ model of muscles, population-code
neural representations, a Hebb learning rule. The goal of this
exercise was to show that attempts as the one reported here to
integrate all these aspects can lead to understanding aspects
of motor development that have been overlooked by previous
models as they focused only on few aspects.

To achieve the goal, the paper presented three major results
obtained with the integrated model. First, it showed that
the model’s architecture and population codes allowed it to
acquire reaching skills on the basis of motor babbling and
a simple Hebb rule: to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this is a novel result. Second, it showed how the progressive
movements produced by the dynamic arm, the λ model,
the dynamics of the leaky neurons, and the covariance
Hebb rule led the system to develop high-contrast weights
with a Mexican hat distribution. This distribution has been
found in several parts of the brain and has been shown to
produce important emergent phenomena in neural network
models [15], [21], [25]. The result is relevant as this weight
distribution was obtained as an emergent property of the
nature and the interplay of the different components of the
model, contrary to the latter works where it was hardwired.
Third, the paper showed that the dynamics of the leaky
neurons (or proprioception) can yield (a) stabilization effects
on arm’s movements by producing progressive shifts of the
joints’ equilibrium points, and (b) a bell-shaped profile of the
joints’ speed similar to that observed in human subjects. This
result is relevant as in the literature of motor development
there seem to be a trend for which these effects tend to be
obtained with progressively “more hardwired” mechanisms
(e.g. in [10] and [26] EPs are shifted linearly; [27] proposes
a neural mechanism that directly shifts arm’s control law with
a bell-shaped speed). This trend seems to go in the opposite
direction with respect to the most recent biological findings
(e.g. [28]) that are accumulating evidence that brain regulates
various aspects of motor behavior (e.g. motor planning and
execution, processing of proprioceptive and visual information, space transformation) in a rather implicit, systemic, and
emergent fashion.
Notwithstanding these interesting results, the model presented is only a first step of the broader mentioned research
agenda as it has still many limits: (a) the model controls a
simple two-segment arm having only two degrees of freedom;
(b) the recruitment of motor neurons, abstracted in terms
of desired EPs by the λ model, should be substituted by
a more realistic neural population process; (c) the encoding
of joints’ proprioception is done with neurons with Gaussian
activations, while empirical evidence suggests they should
have quasi-linear activations (cf. [21]); (d) the attentional
processes regarding vision and proprioception are hardwired.
These limits set important challenges for future work.
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